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IDEATION



This project is inspired by an idea that came to my mind out of blue.

It was trigged by my quarantine experience earlier this year as well as the
harsh time I struggled through last year.

I would like this project to resemble my path to overcome difficulties and be
suddenly enlightened at the end.

INSPIRATION



MOODBOARD

I would like to use
perspective grid to show
the space while keep the
environment in darkness.

The radial lines could
give the audience the
sense of fast
movement.

The bright spot source
light is a good symbol
for enlighten.



INITIAL SKETCH



REFINED SKETCH

Features planned

o Music control frequency of
obstacles(blocks)

o Gain points by catching the
items

o Moving fast through the
tunnel

o Control the role’s
movements by detecting
head movement



LIBRARY RESEARCH

Sound: Add music and sound effects to make it vivid.

QueasyCam/ PeasyCam: Maybe I can make a first-person view using these
libraries?

Shape3D: Make complex shapes using this library, but later I fount Processing
comes with basic 3D models such as box and sphere.

OpenCV: Incorporate video capturing to control the role with head position. There is
a known issue using video capture function in MacOS Catalina system. Tried different
methods but no luck.



CODING



DRAW LINES TOWARDS END

How to draw lines in 3D?

How to put lines on the correct position in space?

THE RECTANGLES

GRID - PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

The space relationship of a sequence of rectangles

Redundancy of codes



GRID

The stroke weight, grid size and interval of
lines can be adjusted easily by changing
the arguments in constructor.



Adding an ending/celebration space at the end of tunnel.

Resembling an bright space after the journey.

TUNNEL END



Ideal: the camera moves towards the end of the tunnel automatically.

CAMERA

First try: QueasyCam
o The FPS camera
o Failed: The camera moves as grid
drawing; it takes multiple control to
move the camera along z axis and the
movement is not parallel

Second try: PeasyCam
o Mouse driven camera control
o Failed: The camera can move along z axis but
only through controlling mouse wheel, and the
tunnel length is limited to 4700 to show the
end correctly.



Third try: 3D translate, move the whole scene towards player.

CAMERA

Failed: not working correctly.
Maybe no need to restore matrix?
Wrong logic to use loops inside draw()?

Fourth try: Global variables, 3D translate, success.

Fifth try: Set up a moving camera, success.



ITEMS
Boxes Spheres Stroke items to show their volume,

but the result of spheres are not ideal.

Adding light to show items’ volume instead of
using stroke?
Something went wrong.



ITEMS
Adding material for items and lights for environments.



THE ROLE

The role has a headlight to light up the
items around it.

It also can interact with other items
using booleans.

In Boxes class

In Spheres class



Three timers used: a 3s starter, a
timer and a stopwatch.

Until starter finished, the screen will
show text get ready.

After the starter is finished,
everything start, and everything will
stop when timer finished.

The stopwatch count each seconds
after starter is finished.

TIMER, SOUND AND ITEM INTERACTION

For every second a new sphere displays.
The sphere can be picked up by the role and a
sound will play.



APPLY SOUND ANALYZER
Use sound volume thresholds to determine whether a box is displayed.



SCORE SYSTEM

The game won’t end if you hit too
many boxes, instead, it will cheer
you up with even more hearts!Use sound effect to count score. If rely solely on intersection,

there will be multiple score change with one box.



ADJUST LIGHTS

In order to show volume
of both items and the
role, I can only choose
the last lighting.



oVideo Capturing
o No luck fixing the issue with video library (and OpenCV library) in Mac OS Catalina
system.

oUsing 3D Models
o Processing can load OBJ models, but it must be used with transformation for every
single model in order to put it on the correct position and direction.

oProcessing 3D Limitation
o Grid lines get thicker along tunnel.
o Lighting for 3D is not very flexible.
o Frame rate unstable, when the journey is long, the time to reach the end is not
identical.

ATTEMPTS AND ISSUES



Align boxes with spatial patterns.

Use video capturing to detect head motion and control the role. 

Make it inclusive as well as help reducing neck pain.

FURTHER POSSIBILITY



Image Credits
◦ https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-image-black-space-perspective-grid-d-render-image36744771
◦ https://www.shutterstock.com/zh-Hant/image-illustration/illustration-bright-white-point-source-

light-1283125183
◦ https://www.shutterstock.com/video/clip-1026734852-white-lines-black-background-digital-

structural-abstraction
Tutorials
◦ Textbook chapter 14 Translation and Rotation (in 3D!)
◦ 18.5: Camera and Perspective - WebGL and p5.js Tutorial
◦ 18.3: Light and Material - WebGL and p5.js Tutorial 

Music
◦ https://www.shutterstock.com/zh-Hant/music/track-539642-pina-colada-nights
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